ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE POLICY GUIDANCE FOR FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION RECEPIENTS

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this circular is to provide recipients of Federal Transit Administration (FTA) financial assistance with guidance in order to incorporate environmental justice principles into plans, projects, and activities that receive funding from FTA.

2. AUTHORITY.
   c. Federal Transit Laws, Title 49, United States Code, Chapter 53.

3. WAIVER. FTA reserves the right to waive any provisions of this circular to the extent permitted by Federal law or regulation.

4. FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE. In conjunction with publication of this Circular, FTA published a notice in the Federal Register, addressing comments received during development of the Circular.

5. AMENDMENTS TO THE CIRCULAR. FTA reserves the right to update this circular to reflect changes in other revised or new guidance and regulations that undergo notice and comment, without further notice and comment on this circular. FTA will post updates on our website at www.fta.dot.gov. The website allows the public to register for notification when FTA issues Federal Register notices or new guidance. Please visit the website and click on “sign up for e-mail updates” for more information.
6. **ACCESSIBLE FORMATS.** This document is available in accessible formats upon request. To obtain paper copies of this circular as well as information regarding these accessible formats, call FTA’s Administrative Services Help Desk, at: 202-366-4865. Individuals with hearing impairments may contact the Federal Relay Service at 1-800-877-8339 for assistance with the call.

\[ /s/ \]
Peter M. Rogoff
Administrator
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Chapter I

Environmental Justice, Title VI, and Public Transportation

Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, requires the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), to make environmental justice (EJ) part of our mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of our programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and/or low-income populations (collectively “EJ populations”). Environmental justice at FTA includes incorporating environmental justice and non-discrimination principles into transportation planning and decision-making processes as well as project-specific environmental reviews.

In May 2012, DOT issued an updated internal Order, Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations (DOT Order). The DOT Order updates the Department’s original Environmental Justice Order, which was published April 15, 1997. The DOT Order continues to be a key component of the Department’s strategy to promote the principles of environmental justice in all Departmental programs, policies, and activities.

DOT Order 5610.2(a) sets forth the DOT policy to consider environmental justice principles in all DOT programs, policies, and activities. It describes how the objectives of environmental justice will be integrated into planning and programming, rulemaking, and policy formulation. The DOT Order sets forth steps to prevent disproportionately high and adverse effects to minority or low-income populations through Title VI analyses and environmental justice analyses conducted as part of Federal transportation planning and NEPA provisions. It also describes the specific measures to be taken to address instances of disproportionately high and adverse effects and sets forth relevant definitions.

The updated DOT Order reaffirms DOT’s commitment to environmental justice and clarifies certain aspects of the original order, including the definitions of "minority" populations in compliance with the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Revisions to the Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity of October 30, 1997. The revisions clarify the distinction between a Title VI analysis and an environmental justice analysis conducted as part of a NEPA review, and affirm the importance of considering environmental justice principles as part of early planning activities in order to avoid disproportionately high and adverse effects. The updated DOT Order maintains the
original order’s general framework and procedures and DOT’s commitment to promoting the principles of environmental justice in all DOT programs, policies, and activities.

The Executive Order directs Federal agencies to identify and address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of agency programs, policies, and activities on EJ populations.

A. Guiding Environmental Justice Principles

The guiding EJ principles followed by DOT and FTA are briefly summarized as follows:

- To avoid, minimize, or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority populations and low-income populations.

- To ensure the full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in the transportation decision-making process.

- To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by minority and low-income populations.

You should consider these goals of environmental justice throughout transportation planning and project development, and through all public outreach and participation efforts conducted by FTA, its grantees and subgrantees.

In our grant agreements, we require you, as a recipient of FTA funds, to facilitate our compliance with Executive Order 12898 and the DOT Order 5610.2(a). You facilitate our compliance by incorporating EJ principles into your transportation decision-making process and environmental review documents.

B. Title VI Nondiscrimination Law

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination by recipients of Federal financial assistance on the basis of race, color, and national origin, including matters related to language access for limited English proficient (LEP) persons. Under DOT’s Title VI regulations, as a recipient of DOT financial assistance, you are prohibited from, among other things, using “criteria or methods of administering your program which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination based on their race, color, or national origin.” For example, neutral policies or practices that result in discriminatory effects or disparate impacts violate DOT’s Title VI regulations, unless you can show the policies or practices are justified and there is no less discriminatory alternative. In addition, Title VI and DOT regulations prohibit you from intentionally discriminating against people on the basis of race, color, and national origin.
The overlap between the statutory obligation placed on Federal agencies under Title VI to ensure nondiscrimination in Federally-assisted programs administered by State and local entities, and the administrative directive to Federal agencies under the Executive Order to address disproportionately high and adverse impacts of Federal activities on EJ populations explain why Title VI and environmental justice are often paired. The clear objective of the Executive Order and Presidential Memorandum accompanying the Executive Order is to ensure that Federal agencies promote and enforce nondiscrimination as one way of achieving the overarching objective of environmental justice – a fair distribution of the benefits or burdens associated with Federal programs, policies, and activities.

C. How Do Title VI and EJ Work Together?

Environmental justice and Title VI are not new concerns. The Presidential Memorandum accompanying EO 12898 identified Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as one of several Federal laws that must be applied “as an important part of . . . efforts to prevent minority communities and low-income communities from being subject to disproportionately high and adverse environmental effects.” According to the U.S. Department of Justice, “... the core tenet of environmental justice – that development and urban renewal benefitting a community as a whole not be unjustifiably purchased through the disproportionate allocation of its adverse environmental and health burdens on the community’s minorities – flows directly from the underlying principle of Title VI itself.”

Today, environmental justice and Title VI are receiving greater emphasis. Effective transportation decision-making depends upon understanding and properly addressing the unique needs of different socioeconomic groups. This is more than an academic exercise; it requires providing opportunities for meaningful engagement to all sectors of the public potentially affected by FTA projects. This Circular is provided to assist you with promoting environmental justice and ensuring nondiscrimination on projects that use FTA funds in your community.

---

1 See Title VI Legal Manual, U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division (2001), page 59.
D. What Are the Similarities and Differences Between Title VI and Environmental Justice?

Environmental justice principles have been confused with the requirements of Title VI. Here is a summary of the key differences between environmental justice and Title VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key aspects of the authorities</th>
<th>Title VI</th>
<th>Environmental Justice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the basis for the authority?</strong></td>
<td>Title VI is a Federal statute and provides that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.</td>
<td>The basis for addressing environmental justice is an Executive Order: EO 12898 directs each Federal agency to “make achieving environmental justice part of its mission.” The EO was intended to improve the internal management of the executive branch and not to create legal rights enforceable by a party against the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the purpose of the authority?</strong></td>
<td>Title VI prohibits recipients of Federal financial assistance (e.g., states, local governments, transit providers) from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin in their programs or activities, and it obligates Federal funding agencies to enforce compliance.</td>
<td>EO 12898 calls on each Federal agency to achieve “environmental justice ... by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations....”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To whom does the authority apply?</strong></td>
<td>Title VI is a Federal law that applies to recipients and subrecipients of Federal financial assistance (e.g., states, local governments, transit providers), and not to DOT itself.</td>
<td>EO 12898 applies to Federal agency actions, including DOT’s and FTA’s actions. Title VI is one of the tools used by Federal agencies to implement this directive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What does the authority require, and of whom?</strong></td>
<td>Under Title VI, DOT has the responsibility to provide oversight of recipients and to enforce their compliance with Title VI, to ensure that recipients do not use DOT funds to subsidize discrimination based on race, color, or national origin.</td>
<td>EO 12898 is a directive from the President of the United States to Federal agencies intended to improve the internal management of the Federal government. DOT issued its own Order implementing EO 12898, and updated the Order in May 2012 (Order 5610.2(a)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key aspects of the authorities</td>
<td>Title VI</td>
<td>Environmental Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does the authority say with regard to negative effects or impacts?</td>
<td>In accordance with 49 CFR part 21, and Title VI case law, if an otherwise facially neutral program, policy or activity will have a discriminatory impact on minority populations, that program, policy or activity may only be carried out if (1) the recipient can demonstrate a substantial legitimate justification for the program, policy or activity; (2) there are no comparably effective alternative practices that would result in less disparate impacts; and (3) the justification for the program, policy or activity is not a pretext for discrimination.</td>
<td>DOT implemented EO 12898 in its order on EJ, which provides that if a DOT program, policy or activity will have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority or low-income populations, that program, policy or activity may only be carried out if further mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce the disproportionately high and adverse effects are not practicable. In determining whether a mitigation measure or an alternative is “practicable,” the social, economic (including costs) and environmental effects of avoiding or mitigating the adverse effects will be taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the authority create any rights or remedies?</td>
<td>Title VI allows persons alleging discrimination based on race, color, or national origin by recipients of Federal funds to file administrative complaints with the Federal departments and agencies that provide financial assistance. Persons alleging intentional discrimination (i.e., disparate treatment) may bring a court action seeking to enforce Title VI but cannot do so with regard to allegations of discrimination based on agency disparate impact regulations. Disparate impact complaints may be filed with the Federal agency.</td>
<td>EO 12898 establishes the Executive Branch policy on environmental justice; it is not enforceable in court and does not create any rights or remedies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, while Title VI is one tool for agencies to use to achieve the principles of environmental justice, it is important to recognize that Title VI imposes statutory and regulatory requirements that are broader in scope than environmental justice. You are cautioned that while there may be overlap, engaging in an EJ analysis under Federal transportation planning and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) provisions will not satisfy Title VI requirements, as outlined in FTA’s Title VI Circular. Similarly, a Title VI analysis will not necessarily satisfy environmental justice, given that Title VI does not include low-income populations. Moreover, Title VI applies to all activities.
of Federal recipients, not solely those which may have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on EJ populations.

For example, while a bus rehabilitation project may not impose disproportionately high or adverse health or environmental effects on EJ populations, the use of those buses subsequent to the rehabilitation may be subject to a Title VI analysis to ensure that vehicles assigned to a particular area does not result in a disparate impact on the basis of race, color, or national origin. In addition, if there are substantive changes to the service levels for which the rehabilitated or other buses will be used, i.e., the vehicles are deployed in such a way that the nature and quantity of service in a particular area is changed, then a service equity analysis must be conducted under Title VI to determine whether this change results in a disparate impact on the basis of race, color, or national origin. The requirements for that particular analysis are part of the compliance determinations made for Federal transit recipients under FTA’s Title VI Circular, and you are encouraged to review that document.

E. Conducting an Environmental Justice Analysis

The Executive Order directs Federal agencies to make environmental justice part of their mission through identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of our programs, policies, and activities on EJ populations. For FTA, this means following the three guiding principles of environmental justice:

- To avoid, minimize, and mitigate disproportionately high and adverse effects.
- To ensure the full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities
- To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by minority and low-income populations.

An EJ analysis starts with determining whether minority populations and/or low-income populations will experience potential environmental or health impacts from a proposed program, project, or activity.

A minority population means any readily identifiable group or groups of minority persons who live in geographic proximity, and if circumstances warrant, geographically dispersed or transient persons such as migrant workers or Native Americans who will be similarly affected by a proposed DOT program, policy or activity. Minority includes persons who are American Indian and Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, and Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander.
Low-income means a person whose median household income is at or below the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines. However, you are encouraged to use a locally developed threshold, such as that used for FTA’s grant program,\(^2\) or a percentage of median income for the area, provided that the threshold is at least as inclusive as the HHS poverty guidelines.\(^3\) A low-income population means any readily identifiable group of low-income persons who live in geographic proximity, and, if circumstances warrant, geographically dispersed/transient persons (such as migrant workers or Native Americans) who will be similarly affected by a proposed FTA program, policy or activity.

The two terms “minority” and “low-income” should not be presumptively combined. There are minority populations of all income levels, whereas low-income populations may be minority, non-minority, or a mix in a given area. As the definition of minority indicates, even minority populations can include several racial or ethnic categories. As the chart below demonstrates, although the two groups may overlap, that is not always the case.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>EJ Analysis Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-Income &amp; Minority Populations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Income Population Only (no Minority Population)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Population Only (no Low-Income Population)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Minority or Low-Income Populations</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whether a plan or project impact area has one or more minority populations and/or low-income populations is determined by analyzing the demographic data for the area, and is discussed in more detail in Chapter II of this Circular.

---

\(^2\) Public Law 112-141 defines “low-income individual” to mean “an individual whose family income is at or below 150 percent of the poverty line, as that term is defined in section 673(2) of the Community Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2), including any revision required by that section, for a family of the size involved.”

\(^3\) When FTA funds are combined with other DOT funds or when one NEPA review is used to evaluate activities for multiple DOT agencies, then low-income means a person whose median household income is at or below the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines.
Under the DOT Order, adverse effect means:

“the totality of significant individual or cumulative human health or environmental effects, including interrelated social and economic effects, which may include, but are not limited to: bodily impairment, infirmity, illness, or death; air, noise, and water pollution and soil contamination; destruction or disruption of man-made or natural resources; destruction or diminution of aesthetic values; destruction or disruption of community cohesion or a community’s economic vitality; destruction or disruption of the availability of public and private facilities and services; vibration; adverse employment effects; displacement of persons, businesses, farms, or non-profit organizations; increased traffic congestion, isolation, exclusion or separation of individuals within a given community or from the broader community; and the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits of DOT programs, policies, or activities.”

An EJ analysis also includes a determination of whether the activity will result in a “disproportionately high and adverse effect on human health or the environment,” which is defined in the DOT Order as:

“an adverse effect that:
(1) is predominantly borne by a minority population and/or a low-income population, or
(2) will be suffered by the minority population and/or low-income population and is appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-minority population and/or non-low-income population.”

Once you have identified your EJ populations, you will want to compare the burdens of the activity experienced by EJ populations with those experienced by non-EJ populations. Similarly, you will want to compare the activity’s benefits experienced by EJ populations as compared to non-EJ populations. Chapter II discusses this analysis in more detail.

F. What Is the Purpose of a Separate Circular on Environmental Justice?

This Circular is designed to provide a framework to assist you as you integrate principles of environmental justice into your transit decision-making process. The Circular contains recommendations for State DOTs, MPOs and transit providers on (1) how to fully engage EJ populations in the transportation decision-making process; (2) how to determine whether EJ populations would be subjected to disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of a public transportation project, policy, or activity; and (3) how to avoid, minimize, or mitigate these effects.
A key component of environmental justice is engaging EJ populations as a part of your transportation planning process. We recommend that your public engagement plan incorporate outreach techniques that are designed to encourage meaningful participation from members of the EJ populations in your community. If your long-range plan, Transportation Improvement Program/Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, or transit project is estimated to have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on EJ populations, engaging these populations early in the process may help you avoid, minimize, or mitigate these impacts. In the event the effects cannot be avoided, minimized, or mitigated, such engagement may help you develop off-setting benefits.

Finally, a note about what is not in this Circular. This Circular does not contain any new requirements, policies or directives. Under existing Federal law, you are required to include interested parties and the public in your transit decision-making and planning processes. This Circular recognizes that how you approach environmental justice in any specific situation will need to be tailored to the unique circumstances of each decision, whether it is a project review under NEPA or the development of long-range and short-range transportation plans.

Public transit providers know firsthand how critical public transportation is for many members of low-income populations and minority populations, many of whom have no other reliable transportation to get them to jobs, health care, school, or childcare services.

G. Summary

The DOT Order on EJ sets forth guidance for determining whether a DOT or a DOT-funded program, policy, or activity is likely to have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on low-income or minority populations. The DOT Order directs FTA to consider EJ objectives when administering the requirements of NEPA; Title VI and related statutes; the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (URA); Congressionally-authorized planning requirements; and other laws, regulations, and executive orders that address or affect infrastructure planning and decision-making; social, economic, or environmental matters; public health; or public engagement.

The DOT Order provides the definitions and framework for your EJ analyses. These important definitions are set forth above, and in more detail, in the Appendix. Chapter II of the Circular provides an analytical framework for effectively addressing environmental justice in public transportation plans, programs, projects, and activities. It also addresses disproportionately high and adverse effects, including mitigation measures and consideration of alternatives that would avoid or reduce the disproportionately high and adverse effects. In order to create infrastructure that meets the needs of the community,
you must be committed to public outreach and creating meaningful opportunities for
public engagement, including participation by minority and low-income communities.
Chapter III provides detailed guidance on the range of public engagement approaches that
you can deploy in these various activities. Together, Chapters II and III provide the
foundation for effectively integrating EJ principles into the public transportation decision-
making processes. Chapters IV and V describe the particular considerations of
environmental justice in planning and NEPA activities, respectively.
Chapter II
Conducting an Environmental Justice Analysis

This chapter provides an analytical framework for conducting an EJ analysis of your plan, program, or project (activity) under the principles of environmental justice. The analytical framework is designed to assist you as you work your way through an analysis of the environmental justice implications of your plans, programs, projects, and activities. You may need to adapt or adjust this framework to fit the particular activity you are analyzing.

Throughout the continuum of transit decision-making, there are many occasions for you to consider the public transportation needs of EJ populations. We recommend that you consider EJ principles as part of Statewide, metropolitan, and local long- and short-range planning process, with early and ongoing engagement of the public in all stages of decision-making. In addition, we recommend that transit providers consider EJ principles during local planning activities and service delivery through project development and design, including consideration as part of the environmental review required by NEPA.

A. Environmental Justice Analysis

An EJ analysis starts with knowing basic socioeconomic information about the people who live and/or work in your community. Without this information, you cannot determine whether your proposed activity will affect minority and/or low-income populations. Once you know who is in your community, you can develop a targeted public engagement plan that will encourage the full and fair participation by all members of the affected communities. Your public engagement plan will then help guide you through the rest of the analysis as you consider whether the proposed programs, policies, and activities will result in disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on EJ populations.

As the chart below illustrates, the engagement of EJ populations in all aspects of your transportation decision-making process is fundamental to truly making the principles of environmental justice a part of your mission.
Each step is discussed in more detail in this Circular. In this Chapter, we will explore recommendations for gathering and analyzing demographic data sources to better inform you about the members of your community who may be impacted by your transit decision. We will also discuss the analytical framework we recommend you use when considering an EJ issue. In Chapter III, we will discuss developing a robust public engagement plan that provides for the full and fair participation of all members of the community including members of EJ populations. In Chapters IV and V, we discuss more specifically how to undertake an EJ analysis during development of your transportation plans and during the NEPA process.

B. Know Your Community

Effective transportation planning starts with knowing who lives and works in your community and what their mobility needs are. This is true for an effective EJ analysis as well. You will need to obtain and analyze relevant data within the planning or project area. You will use this data to create a residential demographic profile to help you determine where EJ populations are located.

1. Sources of Demographic Data

Demographic data is available from a number of publicly available sources. The two primary sources for demographic data – the Decennial Census of Population (Census) and
the annual American Community Survey (ACS) – are available from the U.S. Census Bureau\(^4\) and aid in identifying the locations and demographic characteristics of EJ and non-EJ populations. Census data is available at the Census tract, Census block, and block group level.\(^5\)

The U.S. Census data also includes economic Census data and TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) files, which contain a digital database that can be used with Geographic Information System (GIS) or other mapping software to show geographic distribution of populations and other Census data.

Census data on age, race and ethnicity is available at the Census block level, which is the most geographically detailed level of Census data available. Other types of socioeconomic data, such as income, poverty and education, are available from ACS at the Census tract, block group or block level. Statewide and metropolitan planning activities may affect large areas, while transit provider planning and project-level effects are usually localized. Small area Census data such as blocks and block groups is generally more appropriate for projects and local planning activities. Large scale Census data, such as tracts and counties, may be more appropriate for Statewide and metropolitan planning activities. You may also find it helpful to use data developed through the Statewide or metropolitan planning process for local projects to get a sense of the larger area. You should determine the most appropriate level of Census data to use based on the project and the area.

Other data can supplement U.S. Census data, if it has a sound basis and gives an accurate assessment of income levels and other population characteristics. In some instances, population characteristics can be derived from information available from MPOs, councils of government, and city or county agencies. Other local sources of information include State and local tax and financing agencies, economic and job development agencies, social service agencies, local health organizations, school districts, local public agencies, and community

---

\(^4\) The types of data sets and resources available from the U.S. Census Bureau are summarized on their website at [http://www.Census.gov](http://www.Census.gov).

\(^5\) Explanation of how these classifications are defined can be found in U.S. Census publications on social, economic, and housing characteristics, under “Area Classifications,” and at [http://www.Census.gov/geo/www/tiger/glossary.html](http://www.Census.gov/geo/www/tiger/glossary.html).
action agencies. The source and basis of the information on income and what it represents should be identified. We recommend that each situation be evaluated in context.

Local transit providers or planning agencies may wish to augment this national data with local information regarding residential property assessed valuations and rent or by surveying local residents directly to obtain current demographic and development information in greater geographic detail. Some of this information, however, may vary widely in quality, level of specificity, and format. Therefore, it is important when collecting information that you recognize when data was collected, the data sources used, and data reliability.

Regardless of the source, you will want to use the most up-to-date reliable data available, understand the basic assumptions used in each compilation, and recognize the purposes for which data were originally collected. As well, consistency in data sources may be an important consideration, particularly if the analysis seeks to track changes in socioeconomic data over time.

The composite residential demographic profile may be portrayed and analyzed most effectively when a GIS software platform is used. The data overlay and mapping capabilities of GIS are useful tools in evaluating the patterns of completed or planned transportation activities relative to the locations of EJ populations, and can help you evaluate how various populations may be differentially affected by a plan or proposed project. By conducting a GIS analysis, you can spatially depict the percent of minority populations and low-income populations relative to a planning area or to a project by overlaying the percent of minority populations with the low-income populations relative to the planning or project impact area. Additional maps can depict disaggregated minority populations so outreach strategies can be tailored to the specific needs of the community.

The Census Bureau website provides demographic data for download and use by the public. The Census Bureau periodically releases digital files called TIGER/Line files. The Census Bureau’s TIGER/Line files are created from the Census Bureau’s TIGER database of selected geographic and cartographic information and provide a digital database of geographic features such as roads, railroads, rivers, lakes, political boundaries, and Census statistical boundaries covering the entire United States.

The TIGER/Line data files do not include demographic data but they contain geographic entity codes that can be linked to the Census Bureau’s demographic data. For information

---

6 Transit providers that meet certain requirements set forth in the Title VI Circular also are required as part of their Title VI program to collect and report demographic data. Data collected as part of your Title VI program may also be used for your EJ analysis.
on how to use the TIGER/Line data with a specific software package, contact the company that produced the software. Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) provides free block group geographic files. Census 2010 TIGER/Line files are available for download from the Census Bureau website and are also available on CD-ROM and DVD.

2. **Unit of Geographic Analysis**

The unit of geographic analysis is the area impacted by the proposed action. Depending on the nature of the proposed action, the unit of geographic analysis may be a governing body's jurisdiction, a transit provider’s service area, a neighborhood, Census tract, or other similar unit. However, when establishing the boundaries of the geographic unit, you will want to be careful not to choose boundaries that artificially dilute or inflate the affected minority population and/or low-income population.

For example, when considering the impacts of a new light rail line, it is appropriate to establish the area affected by the project to include the entire alignment, which would then be compared with the transit provider’s service area. However, when considering the location for a maintenance yard that will support the new rail line, both the affected area and the comparison geographic unit may be different and therefore may require its own analysis. In other words, those persons located adjacent to the maintenance yard may experience different and more intense impacts from the maintenance yard than those persons along the alignment but farther away from the yard.

When considering the impacts of a multi-modal transfer center in a small town or rural area, the town or county may be an appropriate area by which to compare the general population and the EJ populations affected by the project. The area around the transfer center should be an appropriate size such that you can conduct a meaningful analysis of the effects on the EJ populations.

Through the Statewide or metropolitan planning processes, we recommend that you conduct an evaluation of the system-level EJ impacts of a collection of projects in the long-range plan. When projects move from a long-range plan into the short-range Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) or State Transportation Improvement

---

Program (STIP), they are assumed to be reasonably assured of funding and ready for implementation. Chapter IV addresses integration of environmental justice into the transportation planning process in more detail. At that point, for projects that include Federal funds or involve a Federal approval, you will need to evaluate the projects under NEPA, which is described in Chapter V of this Circular. When considering EJ principles for individual projects, the geographic unit for comparison may need to be smaller than the entire geographic area covered by the long-range plan depending on the project and its likely impacts. You are encouraged to work closely with your FTA Regional Office in establishing an appropriate unit of geographic analysis.

3. **How Do You Know If An EJ Population Is Present?**

Disproportionately high and adverse effects, not population size, are the bases for environmental justice. A very small minority or low-income population in the project, study, or planning area does not eliminate the possibility of a disproportionately high and adverse effect on these populations. Some people wrongly suggest that if minority or low-income populations are small (“statistically insignificant”), this means there is no environmental justice consideration. While the minority or low-income population in an area may be small, this does not eliminate the possibility of a disproportionately high and adverse effect of a proposed action. EJ determinations are made based on effects, not population size. It is important to consider the comparative impact of an action among different population groups.

The selection of the appropriate unit of geographic analysis may be a governing body’s jurisdiction, a neighborhood Census tract, or other similar unit. However, for analytical purposes it must be appropriate to the scope of the plan, program, or project to determine disproportionate burdens on EJ versus non-EJ populations affected by that plan, program, or project. We recommend that you make reasonable efforts to identify the presence of distinct minority and/or low-income communities residing both within, and in close proximity to, the proposed project or activity and to identify those minority and/or low-income groups who use or are dependent upon natural resources that could be potentially affected by the proposed action. Non-traditional data gathering techniques, including outreach to community-based organizations and tribal governments early in the screening process, may be the best approach for identifying distinct minority and/or low-income communities, and/or tribal interests within the study area.

You should work closely with your FTA Regional Office for additional guidance as you conduct your analysis.
C. Determining Disproportionately High and Adverse Effects

The first of the three guiding EJ principles is to avoid, minimize, or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority populations and low-income populations. As discussed in Chapter I, the DOT Order defines the following important concepts: (1) what constitutes an “adverse effect,” (2) how to determine whether an adverse effect is “disproportionately high,” and (3) how to determine whether an EJ population will bear a “disproportionately high and adverse effect” of the project. Each of these concepts is explored in more detail below.

1. Identifying Adverse Effects

As discussed in Chapter I, the DOT Order defines: (1) what constitutes an “adverse effect,” and, (2) when a “disproportionately high and adverse effect” on an EJ population is present.

The definition of adverse effects includes the totality of significant individual or cumulative human health or environmental effects to human health, the natural and social environment, community function, etc. It also includes the denial, reduction, or delay in receiving benefits, which should be addressed like any other impact.

When considering whether a potential effect is “adverse,” it is important to include the community that might be impacted by that effect in the discussion. What one population may perceive as an adverse effect, another may perceive as a benefit. It is also possible that, within the same population, the same action may be perceived by various segments as both an adverse effect and a benefit. This is why having a robust public engagement plan is so important.

2. Determining Whether Adverse Effects Are Disproportionately High

Determinations of disproportionately high and adverse effects include taking into consideration “mitigation and enhancements measures that will be taken and all offsetting benefits to the affected minority and low-income populations... as well as the design,
comparative impacts, and the relevant number of similar existing system elements in nonminority and non-low-income areas.”

Many public transportation projects involve both adverse effects such as short-term construction impacts, increases in bus traffic, etc., and positive benefits such as increased transportation options, improved connectivity, or overall improvement in air quality. Whether adverse effects will be disproportionately high is dependent on the net results after consideration of the totality of the circumstances. Consideration of these factors cannot be done in a vacuum. Rather, we recommend that you undertake reasonable efforts to engage members of EJ populations who may be impacted by a proposed project, program, or activity, regardless of whether you may consider the proposed activity to have an overall benefit to the community. (See Chapter III, Public Engagement.)

For example, when considering a fixed guideway project, we recommend that you compare the type, level, and quality of mitigation proposed for EJ and non-EJ populations in the project’s study area. If a mitigation measure is proposed for a non-EJ population, but not for the EJ population, you will need to explain why such mitigation cannot be implemented in both communities.

If, after considering the adverse effects and potential benefits of the proposed project, you determine that the proposed project will have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority populations or low-income populations, then you must determine whether further mitigation measures or alternatives are practicable, and implement practicable

9 DOT Order, section 8.b.
mitigation measures or alternatives, before moving forward with the activity. “In determining whether a mitigation measure or an alternative is ‘practicable,’ the social, economic (including costs) and environmental effects of avoiding or mitigating the adverse effects will be taken into account.”¹⁰

In addition, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin. Accordingly, a program, policy, or activity that will result in a disparate impact as to one of these protected classes may be carried out only if: (1) the recipient can demonstrate a substantial legitimate justification for the program, policy or activity; and (2) there are no comparably effective, reasonable alternative practices that would result in less disparate impacts. This analysis is discussed in more detail in FTA’s Title VI Circular.

3. Determining Whether Adverse Effect Will Be Borne By EJ Population

Whether an adverse effect is “disproportionately high” on minority and low-income populations depends on whether that effect is (1) predominantly borne by an EJ population, or (2) will be suffered by the EJ population and is appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-EJ population. We recommend that you engage the affected EJ populations in this discussion as well.

Questions to consider when determining if disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental impacts exist include:

- Whether the adverse effects on EJ populations exceed those borne by non-EJ populations?
- Whether cumulative or indirect effects would adversely affect an EJ population?
- Whether mitigation and enhancement measures will be taken for EJ and non-EJ populations?
- Whether there are off-setting benefits to EJ populations as compared to non-EJ populations?

¹⁰ DOT Order, section 8.c.
Chapter III

Achieving Meaningful Public Engagement With Environmental Justice Populations

One of the guiding principles of environmental justice is to ensure the full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in the transportation decision-making process. It is important that you develop and use public engagement efforts to encourage environmental justice populations to participate during the planning and implementation of transit projects.

By ensuring that environmental justice populations are engaged in the decision-making process, you can develop transportation plans, programs, and projects that will address the transportation needs of environmental justice populations and will include their priorities. Having done so, you will be in a better position to develop transportation plans that are fair across all levels of society, particularly when establishing the priorities under limited available funding for transit projects. Understanding the needs and priorities of environmental justice populations will also help you to balance the benefits of the proposed project against its adverse effects. This partnership with environmental justice populations will assist you as you consider options to avoid, minimize, or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects. Moreover, with a robust and inclusive public engagement program, you will be in a better position to know whether your plans or projects as implemented will prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by environmental justice populations.

In this chapter, we identify strategies and techniques for effective public engagement of environmental justice populations that may be used during the planning process and NEPA review. This Circular contains practical suggestions designed to help you develop a strategy for outreach and public participation that is designed for the unique environmental justice populations in your community. We have tried to go beyond the traditional methods of public outreach to incorporate innovative approaches that leverage the ever-changing communications environment in which we live. As you consider whether these non-traditional methods will be effective for engaging underrepresented
populations in your community, neither underestimate the prevalence of electronic media with all segments of society, nor forget the effectiveness of “low tech” communication methods such as hanging posters or handing out flyers. Finally, we recognize that public outreach strategies used in any particular instance must be tailored to address the scope of the proposed plan, project or activity, the population of the planning or project impact area, and your resources available for public outreach.

The strategies and techniques discussed in this chapter are suggestions, and the discussion is not meant to be exclusive or exhaustive. You are in the best position to know which strategies will be effective for your specific situation. Also, you are likely to develop other techniques that will more effectively reach the members of your community. We encourage you to use those techniques, as you know your community better than anyone else.

A. Public Engagement as Part of Transportation Planning

Public engagement is integral to good transportation planning. Without meaningful public participation, you risk making poor decisions, or decisions that have unintended negative consequences. With it, it is possible to make a lasting contribution to an area’s quality of life. Public engagement is more than an agency requirement and more than a means of fulfilling a statutory obligation. Meaningful public participation is central to good decision-making on transportation planning.

As you develop your public engagement strategy, we recommend that you keep in mind the requirements of the joint FTA/FHWA planning regulations, which provide greater detail and definition for public engagement. The statutory and regulatory framework creates a proactive program of engagement, interaction, and accountability involving decision makers, interested parties, and the public, including environmental justice populations. FTA/FHWA joint planning regulations require you to seek out and consider the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face challenges accessing employment and other services.

The fundamental objective of public engagement programs is to ensure that the concerns and issues of everyone with a stake in transportation decisions are identified and addressed in the development of the policies, programs, and projects being proposed in their communities. For many of you, engaging EJ populations in the transportation decision-making process is a standard part of your overall public engagement plan that is integrated throughout the process, from the earliest stages (long-range planning, visioning, and scenario planning) through project implementation (construction, operation, and on-going evaluation).
Effective public engagement strategies typically are designed to eliminate barriers to active participation by all members of the community, including EJ populations. Strategies should also create constructive, productive dialogue that will lead to practical decisions that benefit all members of the community, including low-income populations and minority populations. Responsive transportation plans and projects that are designed to serve the needs of all members of the community involve not only the expertise of transportation planners, traffic engineers, urban designers, architects, and other professionals, but also include the views and ideas of the public as collaborators and experts with their own experiences and visions for the future.

Additionally, it is important that you follow the requirement in the FTA/FHWA planning regulations that call for periodic review of the effectiveness of your public engagement process, and the procedures and strategies contained in the participation plan, to ensure a full and open participation process. This review would include revisions to the process, as appropriate.

B. Getting to Know Your Community

The effectiveness of your public engagement plan will depend on how well you know the members of your community. This means going beyond the numbers in the demographic profile, and learning about the individuals in your service area, including members of EJ populations, and finding out what is important to them.

Although we use the term “EJ populations” throughout this Circular, you should in no way infer from that term that there is only one way to communicate with all minority populations and low-income populations. For example, communication techniques that may be effective for engaging African-Americans who live in a densely populated urban area in the Northeastern United States may not be effective for engaging African-Americans who live in a rural area in the Midwest. Similarly, how long members of a minority group have lived in the United States may affect the way you communicate with that community. We recommend that you include strategies that address the needs of limited English proficient (LEP) persons as appropriate to ensure compliance with Title VI. FTA's Title VI Circular and DOT's policy guidance on LEP are good resources for you to review.

Know Your Community

- Where do they work?
- Where do they relax?
- What languages do they speak at home?
- How do they get their information?

Analyze the public engagement you have used in the past to see how effective it was. The more you know about the values, traditions, and histories of the communities that make up
your service area, the more you can tailor your public engagement for these groups. A good place to start getting to know your community is by reviewing the customer comments you receive through surveys, comment cards, and other techniques. You also may want to search the Internet for blogs or websites about public transportation in your community.

C. Traditional Public Outreach

You are probably familiar with the formal public outreach required by Federal, State, or local law for certain transportation decisions (e.g., public meetings on annual budgets, long-range plans, service reductions or fare increases, etc.). Required notice and comment periods are intended to generate comments for an official docket, which is a reliable and organized method for collecting and documenting public input. Public meetings, listening sessions and community forums can provide a good baseline for public engagement campaigns when they are well-facilitated and supplemented with more interactive approaches.

You can make these processes more inviting and user-friendly by writing clear, concise, and understandable documents, and by clarifying the ways for members of the public to provide comments on proposed transportation plans and projects. You will want to provide opportunities for EJ populations to analyze proposals, submit additional data, and provide comments. This can be achieved by scheduling a series of interactive outreach sessions during the notice and comment process, and by making the comments received during those sessions part of the public record. It is also possible to utilize interactive and collaborative online technologies, such as social networking, blogs, videosharing and wikis, to generate increased awareness of, and interest in, the notice and comment process.

For long-range plans, significant capital projects, and other major decisions, it is worthwhile to explore more resource-intensive and in-depth engagement opportunities, including visioning and scenario planning workshops and other collaborative processes. These events can be scaled up or down according to the resources available to support them. Workshops draw members of the public together and expose them to the complexity of plans and projects and the tough choices to be made. It is important to recruit members of EJ populations to participate in community-wide events. Additional events specifically designed to target EJ populations also may be appropriate in some situations.
D. Hosting Successful Public Meetings

Many agencies rely on formal public meetings as the foundation of their public engagement plan because such meetings are often required under Federal, State, or local laws. These types of meetings can be effective, particularly if you are well-prepared for the meeting, adequately publicize the meeting, and hold it at a convenient time and location. These required public meetings, hearings or comment periods are the minimum requirement to meet specified legal requirements and should not constrain your public engagement strategy. The most successful public meetings will follow a series of more informal meetings with community groups and smaller gatherings of community members.

FTA/FHWA joint planning regulations include requirements for where to hold public meetings and the methods of engagement to use. For example, under Federal regulations, you are required to:

- Hold public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;
- Employ visualization techniques to describe plans; and
- Make public information available in electronically accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web.

Consider the location of the meetings, including whether to hold the meeting in a location that serves the interests of EJ communities, such as community centers, social service organizations, or local schools.

- Is the meeting in a convenient location that is easily accessible by public transit?
- Is the room large enough and comfortable?
- Is the location accessible to persons with disabilities?

The timing for the meeting should be designed to allow maximum participation by EJ communities.

- Consider work schedules, school schedules, rush hours, meal hours, and religious worship hours when setting the date and time for the meeting. You may want to schedule more than one meeting and to vary the times of meetings.
• Consider whether your community might prefer meetings scheduled for early mornings or weekends.

You should consider the **format** of the meeting to allow maximum input.

• Develop a meeting format that allows everyone to participate if they want to. This may mean setting reasonable time limits for speakers so that a few individuals do not monopolize the meeting.

• Limit your own comments. The purpose of this meeting is to hear from the public.

• Be willing to adapt the room set-up to accommodate the attendees. For example, if you expect 100 people to attend a public meeting, that may require a traditional public meeting set-up (a head table, a podium and rows of chairs, and regulated by an agenda and a three-minute speaking limit). A meeting with a smaller group may be more informally arranged.

Make the public participation process **accessible to all**.

• Designate a specific employee to accommodate the needs of persons who are linguistically and culturally isolated, as well as persons who have disabilities. You may have obligations under Title VI to provide assistance to persons who do not speak English well or at all.

• When planning accessible public engagement campaigns, it is vital for agencies to consider that people have different learning styles, educational attainment levels, and literacy skills. Therefore, it is a good idea to go beyond the auditory nature of public meetings to include visual and tactile tools and techniques in the overall public engagement strategy.

**Communicate clearly** during the meeting.

• Assess a group’s preferred types of communications prior to the meeting.

• Clearly explain the purpose of the meeting and the steps in the process, including the proposed schedule.

• Provide information in plain language. Make sure technical information and complex policies and procedures are described in layperson’s terms rather than jargon.

• Spell out acronyms and define technical concepts and terms; Federal, State, and local transportation planning processes are complex.

• Break the plan or project into pieces; plan public sessions that focus on one part or section at a time.
Finally, you will need to provide notice to the community, including EJ populations, about the meeting to encourage people to participate. Check Federal, State, and local requirements to be sure that you comply with any formal publication or notice requirements. For example, your State’s open meetings law may require that you provide notice in certain specified media 48 hours before the meeting. These requirements establish the minimum that must be done for providing notice. We recommend that you use other methods to provide notice to the public.

People generally expect that government entities will post on their websites electronic versions of major action documents, such as proposed transportation plans, NEPA review documents, public engagement plans, and actions by its governing board. If you do not already do this, we recommend that you consider implementing such a practice as soon as practicable.

In addition, Federal, State, or local law may require that documents that require an official comment period and administrative record (such as a draft environmental impact statement) be made available for public review at your office and other public offices that are open to the general public, such as libraries, community centers, etc. We recommend that you make these documents available in locations that are easily accessible by members of EJ populations. That location may not necessarily be your main offices. At a minimum, you may want to consider making documents available at local public library branches which may be open evenings and weekends and are in locations serving EJ populations.

Where appropriate, we recommend that you develop signs or other materials to post or distribute. Although signs may be placed in a static location, they can be an effective means for reaching targeted audiences who use that location regularly. For example, if you want to reach your customers to let them know about a meeting, project, or service proposal, consider placing signs on the inside of transit vehicles, at bus shelters, or in transit stations. These ads and signs can be designed for visual impact and often draw wider interest than formal legal notices. Other techniques include purchasing billboards in EJ communities, providing information kiosks at community events, and providing storefront displays. The key is to let the community know about the issue under consideration and your desire to have them participate before a final decision is made.
In addition to meeting with the public face-to-face, we recommend that you include the use of traditional and non-traditional media as part of your public engagement strategy. Traditional media include your website; local newspapers, radio, and television stations. It also includes leveraging and your transit assets, such as signs on buses, trains, stations, and bus shelters.

We recommend that you do not rely solely on “official” notice methods, but that you consider other cost-effective ways to reach members of your committee. Particular EJ populations may read or listen to ethnic media that are delivered in native languages and provide information about public and cultural events occurring in the community. These media may also provide opportunities for inclusion of news articles or editorial comments from their point of view. Use of ethnic media can help you tailor your communication, message, and voice.

We also recommend that you consider radio or television advertisements that serve LEP populations. You may want to undertake marketing research to ensure the media buy targets the appropriate environmental justice market with the correct media message. Outreach to LEP populations could include audio programming available on podcasts.

E. Non-Traditional Outreach

As discussed above, Federal, State, and local law may establish the minimum required for you to comply with legal requirements for public engagement and notice. You should not, however, let these minimum requirements limit you from using other methods to engage the public. Rather, we recommend that you identify other ways to engage the public that may be less formal than a public meeting or formal listening session. For example, consider attending meetings held within the community or organized by local advocacy groups or faith-based coalitions. Consider non-traditional media outlets, such as local, neighborhood publications, or internet outlets, such as YouTube, Twitter, or Facebook. New ways to reach large numbers of the public are emerging almost daily, and we suggest that you consider whether any of these methods will work for your community.
1. Informal Group Meetings

Seek out opportunities to attend existing community group meetings, such as neighborhood associations, faith-based coalitions, and advocacy groups. Just as the downtown business coalition will meet with the decision makers to provide input into the process, we recommend that you provide similar opportunities to EJ communities early in the process. Waiting to bring EJ communities and decision makers together in the same room until the first public meeting, or until the final decision, is not as effective as engaging with them early on. Decision makers benefit from public comments and ideas while there is still time to suggest and discuss alternatives, and it gives the public the opportunity to influence the decision-making process.

One strategy for meaningful engagement is to approach differing viewpoints between you and the community in a non-traditional fashion. Conflict often presents an opportunity to become aware of community priorities. Identify and learn from past practices that have resulted in disagreements or misunderstandings between EJ populations and your organization. Challenges will often arise when transit agencies and planning “experts” tell a minority or low-income community what is best for it. Instead, try carefully listening to the community’s concerns. Often times, they support the specific project proposed, but are concerned about other issues such as service reliability or safety. Do not take a defensive posture. Acknowledge the short-comings of your transit operations or the plan. Most importantly, be honest about the community concerns you can address and those you cannot. Too often, conflicts surrounding a transit project or changes in service stem from longstanding trust issues between the community and the transit operator. Remember: Building trust and confidence in your transit system will not occur overnight.

You develop trust from these meetings by promptly following through on commitments made during meetings. It’s helpful to acknowledge the contribution of the public in the decision-making process and explain the reasons for the decision.

2. Digital media

As a result of technological advances, there are many new and very cost-effective methods for communicating with the public that go well beyond posting legal notices and documents to your website. You can use digital media to engage people not just during public meetings or business hours, but at any time of the night or day. These tools can be used to reach out to people whose schedules do not allow them to attend meetings, to those who are intimidated or put off by large government-sponsored meetings or hearings, and to those who prefer to deliver their comments in writing rather than in person. Also, consider leveraging digital communications that can be used on personal mobile devices such as mobile phones or smartphones. While not all members of EJ populations have
convenient access to a computer, researchers have identified high rates of mobile phone and smartphone use amongst EJ populations. Thus, the use of “blast” public engagement information via text messages can be an effective way to reach your target audience.

Social media (e.g., YouTube, Twitter, Facebook) can also be an effective tool for creating a forum for public dialogue. Social media can be accessed on mobile devices, as well as on laptops, desktops, and some video game consoles and televisions. This level of accessibility makes social media ideal for broadcasting information and questions, and generating comments, virtual conversations, increased visibility, and excitement (especially when a posting “goes viral”). Consider recording in audio and visual formats presentations about your transportation plan or project and posting the digital file not only on your website but on YouTube, iTunes, and other outlets.

Another way to incorporate new voices and ideas into the transportation planning process is through crowdsourcing, a form of distributed problem solving. This technology allows community members to contribute to the design of something like a bus stop or a transit center. Transportation plans and projects can be discussed over longer periods of time via Web-based discussion forums including webinars, webcasts, wikis, and online dialogues. These platforms create structured, moderated opportunities to engage in two-way communication, from any location at any time of day. Interactive and collaborative online technologies are becoming increasingly accessible and affordable to the public at large, including EJ populations.

3. Direct Mail Campaigns
You may want to consider developing shorter information pieces, such as fliers or handbills that can be distributed by direct mail, or at bus stops, rail stations, community events, or other places where large numbers of people gather. By forming partnerships with local businesses or community-based organizations, you may be able to distribute written materials through direct mail campaigns, utility bills, and school bulletins, and at other key locations. These organizations can also help you develop a list of members or organizations from the EJ community.

4. Community Led Events
You can also cast a wider net by creating public engagement opportunities for groups. Effective techniques in this realm include hosting a table or booth at a community event or piggybacking an engagement effort onto a regularly-scheduled community meeting. It can also be productive to conduct discussions including focus groups and roundtables; many agencies offer modest incentives (e.g., stipends, refreshments, child care, transit passes) to
those who attend. Many transit operators and planning agencies have found that these adjunct approaches can increase the ability of EJ populations to participate in activities.

5. Partnerships with Community-Based Organizations and Leaders

We recommend that your outreach strategy include building relationships with community-based organizations who serve underrepresented populations. You can partner with community-based organizations to hold meetings, facilitate discussions, and work with the leaders of these groups to obtain feedback on your public engagement plan. Consider how you can combine forces and resources with agencies that share a mission to interact with specific populations. Community leaders are ideally positioned to champion the public engagement process and disseminate information to their constituents and members during the course of their day-to-day activities.

Encourage your staff to become familiar with local environmental justice networks and environmental justice organizations at the local, regional, state, and national levels. It can also be effective for you to partner with educational institutions including elementary and secondary schools, community colleges, and universities that traditionally have served minority or low-income populations. Staff at these institutions can often provide access to communities, neighborhoods, and groups.

You may choose to create a Community Advisory Council (CAC) or a task force that focuses on a specific project or on the needs of specific populations (low-income, minority, and/or transit dependent persons). Transit providers often appoint one or more members of EJ-focused organizations to their transportation planning board. Significant public outreach is encouraged to ensure the communities are well represented on the committee. However, we do not recommend that you rely on a CAC or transportation planning board as the sole method for engaging EJ populations because members may not represent the diverse viewpoints of the EJ community.

Community outreach coordinators who have extensive knowledge of the EJ populations you are targeting, relationships with community leaders within that community, and the
cultural and linguistic competency may be helpful when engaging EJ communities in your planning or project management team. These outreach practitioners have a rich understanding of ways to effectively communicate with and build relationships with EJ populations, which often enhances trust and rapport.

By engaging community leaders, community advocates, and community advisory councils, you will be better able to develop strategies that not only make your traditional public engagement activities more effective, but also help you develop other non-traditional methods for engaging the community in your transportation planning and project implementation activities. These traditional public outreach methods are important, but should not be used exclusively. Rather, we recommend that you strive to develop a robust public outreach strategy that engages all members of the community, including members of EJ populations.

### F. Summary

No single tool or technique can create effective interaction between the public and decision makers; each transit operator, State DOT, or MPO will achieve this goal differently, depending on the preferences of its decision makers and on its organizational structure, community history, public engagement culture, and demographic characteristics.

A robust public engagement program that meets the particular needs of the community relative to the plan, project, or decision under consideration is important. We recognize that you may not be able to resolve every issue or concern raised by the EJ community or that every need or request can be met. However, we recommend that you work diligently to engage in a meaningful public dialogue with the EJ populations impacted by your plan, project, or decision by listening to what they have to say, respond to their comments and concerns, and incorporate their comments into the transportation process where practicable.

Engaging EJ populations in the decision-making process should not be regarded as “extra” or “special” effort; rather, public engagement of underrepresented groups such as EJ populations is the cornerstone to an inclusive and effective public engagement process.
Chapter IV
Integrating Principles of Environmental Justice in Transportation Planning and Service Delivery

This chapter will provide you with guidance on incorporating EJ principles into Statewide, metropolitan and local planning processes. As recognized in EO 12898, the DOT Order, and the statutory and regulatory framework governing transportation planning, the mobility needs of EJ populations are an important consideration in the planning process.

Transportation planning plays a fundamental role in the state, region or community’s vision for its future. It includes a comprehensive consideration of possible strategies; an evaluation process that encompasses diverse viewpoints; the collaborative participation of relevant transportation-related agencies and organizations; and open, timely, and meaningful public engagement.

A. What Is the Transportation Planning Process?

Transportation planning is a cooperative process designed to foster engagement with all users of the system, such as the business community, community groups, environmental organizations, the traveling public, freight operators, and the general public, through a proactive public participation process conducted by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), state Department of Transportation (state DOT), and transit operators. The figure below illustrates the transportation planning process.

Transportation planning includes a number of steps:

- Monitoring existing conditions;
- Forecasting future population and employment growth, including assessing projected land uses in the region and identifying major growth corridors;
- Identifying current and projected future transportation problems and needs and analyzing, through detailed planning studies, various transportation improvement strategies to address those needs;
- Developing long-range plans and short-range programs of alternative capital improvement and operational strategies for moving people and goods;

11 This chapter assumes the reader has a basic understanding of Federal law related to transportation planning requirements. For more information on joint FTA/FHWA planning processes, please see FTA’s website: www.fta.dot.gov.
• Estimating the impact of recommended future improvements to the transportation system on the environment, including air quality; and

• Developing a financial plan for securing sufficient revenues to cover the costs of implementing strategies.

Federal law requires transportation planning processes at the Statewide level, managed by State DOTs; and in Census-defined urbanized areas, planning processes are managed by Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs). They are a primary means by which State and local officials work with all communities, stakeholders, interested parties, and transit providers to draft long range transportation plans—covering a 20 or more year time frame—and establish investment priorities for projects and programs in those plans through development of short range, four-year transportation improvement programs (TIPs and STIPs). Compliance with this planning process is a necessary first step in establishing eligibility for future Federal funds.
FTA and FHWA have adopted joint regulations (see 23 CFR part 450) to implement the statewide and metropolitan planning provisions in the Federal transportation statutes. These regulations detail a process of collaborative transportation decision-making led by State DOTs and MPOs, which incorporates the participation of the public and other stakeholders. Agencies leading these planning activities specifically address transit needs and issues as part of the larger multimodal scope of these plans. Likewise, transit agencies need to ensure that they are early and active participants in these state and metropolitan led efforts, including provision of data and other information that define current and future transit needs. Essential to all is the meaningful engagement of the community, including members of EJ populations as a part of the planning process. Through effective public engagement you are able to identify and understand the needs of the community as a whole, and incorporate those needs into your transportation plans.

In addition to the required Statewide and metropolitan planning process, transit providers and other local entities frequently engage in planning activities, and may want to consider the strategies outlined in this chapter in order to address EJ principles.

B. Planning Tools for Residential Demographic Profiles

Central to effective transportation planning is accurate information regarding the populations that will either use, or be affected by, the transportation projects and programs included in the statewide and metropolitan transportation plans. Chapter II of this Circular describes how to complete a residential demographic profile, including the types of data you collect and analyze to ensure minority and low-income populations are appropriately identified. A demographic profile of the community or communities within the “planning impact area” is essential to create an effective public engagement strategy, as discussed in Chapter III of this Circular. Note that the "planning impact area" can range dramatically from the entire boundary of the subject state or metropolitan region, to the more constrained sphere of a particular project. Once you have gathered data through the demographic profile, different techniques and tools can be brought to bear to manage and analyze the demographic data required for various plans, and elements of plans.

Tools such as GIS and Census data are described in Chapter II of this Circular. Two additional informational resources will soon be available from the Census Bureau that can support more detailed evaluation of the travel needs of EJ populations and the available options: Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) and Longitudinal Employer and Household Dynamics (LEHD).12 The CTPP presents results from the ACS in a series of tables describing worker characteristics, work place characteristics, and commuter travel

data; all at small area units of geography specified by MPOs and States. These data will permit a comparative assessment of accessibility, travel times, travel mode usage, and other travel attributes across EJ and non-EJ populations. The LEHD uses modern statistical and computing techniques to combine Federal and State administrative data on employers and employees with core Census Bureau data. Together, these data may provide a useful picture of travel behavior, flows, and mode choice.

Again, states, MPOs and transit grantees are urged to review the FTA/FHWA joint planning regulations and related technical assistance provided on the agencies’ respective websites.

C. Strategies for Public Engagement for Planning Activities

Once you have determined who lives in the relevant areas related to projects and activities addressed in the state or metropolitan plan, and the residential locations of EJ populations, you are in a position to develop and implement a strategy for engaging EJ populations at the earliest stages of planning. Those leading the planning effort, whether they be states, MPOs, or transit grantees, should provide meaningful and frequent opportunities for community members and decision makers to voice future visions of their communities. Public engagement strategies, including non-traditional methods for engaging EJ populations, are discussed in more detail in Chapter III of this Circular.

As you develop your public engagement strategy, you should be mindful of requirements of the joint FTA/FHWA planning regulations, which provide greater detail and definition for public engagement. The statutory and regulatory framework creates a proactive program of engagement, interaction, and accountability involving decision makers, interested parties, and the public, including EJ populations. FTA/FHWA joint planning regulations require you to seek out and consider the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face challenges accessing employment and other services.

For planning purposes, it is important to engage EJ populations in a dialogue focused on their accessibility and mobility needs, with a focus on both immediate and long term issues. These needs may be matched with both a policy framework to address them alongside other issues in the plan, and a priority list of investments for consideration in metropolitan and statewide transportation plan recommendations. To the extent that EJ populations identify transit investments among their needs and priorities, transit agencies providing those services must be actively engaged throughout the overall planning process to help articulate those needs to states and MPOs.
D. Strategies to Achieve Full Public Participation for Planning Activities

In developing your plan, we recommend that statewide, metropolitan and local transportation planning practitioners consider the following types of questions before embarking on an outreach program targeted to EJ populations:

- What messages and information will you provide to spark public interest and engagement at the planning stage before project details and spending plans are established?
- Through what means and in what manner will you distribute this information?
- At what stages in the planning process will you engage in outreach and information dissemination?
- How will transportation decision makers learn of issues that are of particular concern to EJ populations?
- How will you use input from the public, including EJ populations, in the planning process, so that their input influences transportation investment decisions?
- How will you evaluate the effectiveness of the public engagement process, including its success in reaching EJ populations?
- Are there barriers to the public engagement process to limited English proficient populations, people with disabilities, etc.? How will you avoid or mitigate those barriers?
Your public engagement strategies should be flexible and robust enough to solicit meaningful input from EJ populations on transportation needs and approaches to address those key elements in the planning process. This can be accomplished through the following:

- Identification of goals and visions of the future across EJ and non-EJ populations, including the role of transportation in achieving those visions as the basis of State DOT, MPO, and transit provider development of regional transportation goals and policies;
- Discussion of the extent and quality of current transportation options for serving current and future mobility needs of EJ populations, including articulation of specific issues, problems, and concerns with current facilities and services;
- Identification of recommended future projects and strategies for addressing these needs, along with the implementation priorities in the long-range plan;
- Provisions for ongoing engagement of communities in monitoring the implementation of recommended projects and strategies, re-evaluating their needs, and tracking emerging demographic and development shifts in order to ensure future populations are engaged.

E. Future Goals and Visions

Fundamental to the planning process at all levels is the development of a vision for future transportation. In developing that vision, we recommend that you engage EJ populations on mobility, accessibility, community environment, and any other goals that help to identify unmet needs and prepare options for addressing those needs. We recommend that you consider capturing the EJ population’s goals and visions, keeping in mind that these are fluid concepts and can change over time.

The visioning process typically will include broad community goals, and how transportation programs and projects help or hinder achievement of those goals. For example, preserving affordable housing may be a key focus for EJ communities, and this preservation may be challenged when major capital investments are made in transportation access and facilities. Similarly, State or regional development policies supporting improved jobs and housing can inform the transportation dialogue at the goals stage and prompt decision makers to increase their support for shorter distance, community-based travel choices, including viable options for those who do not own a car. In all, understanding the future visions of communities, from the perspective of both EJ
populations and non-EJ populations, will provide an important insight into the transportation issues that you may want to address in the planning process.

F. Transportation Needs and Recommended Projects

Goals and visions do not serve as stand-alone exercises – they serve as a guide to the identification of future transportation needs in the planning process, and how those needs might be addressed with current and future resources. State and metropolitan plans are “financially constrained,” which means important choices must be made among the many demands to maintain and enhance the transportation system. Transportation planning processes seek to identify and respond to the unmet accessibility and mobility needs of all communities, with general parity across EJ and non-EJ populations. Special studies, such as those performed in support of the local coordinated public transit-human service transportation plan, may provide further insight into the transportation needs of EJ populations and the most appropriate strategies for addressing those needs.

Given the inherent competition for limited resources within a financially constrained plan, transit providers may want to provide any travel and demographic surveys or other studies that they have conducted to State and metropolitan planners to incorporate into the planning process to better inform the transit elements of the multi-modal plans. It is not unusual for transit providers to survey their customers regarding the usage of their systems, the demographic characteristics of users, and patterns of customer comments on unmet needs and overall satisfaction with services. With that in mind, transit providers may want to gather information useful for these larger state and metropolitan planning processes when they collect data, thereby enabling the survey and study efforts to leverage each other’s value.

While you strive to reflect the needs of all communities proportionately by projects and strategies within the 20-year horizon of the long-range plan, you should also consider the needs of EJ populations when setting priorities of projects contained in the plan, as reflected by the projects programmed in the TIP or STIP. As with the long-range planning process, selection of projects for the TIP or STIP also requires public engagement and comment.
G. Current Operations, Management, and Maintenance

Environmental justice requires that you engage EJ populations to obtain their feedback on the need for new or expanded transit services, as well as improvements to how existing facilities and service are being operated and maintained – and importantly, this is not limited to Statewide or MPO long-range planning. Transit providers routinely engage in local service and budget planning efforts – led by themselves or others – where current and future transit services are under review. We recommend that transit providers planning for future service operations engage EJ populations, especially when considering possible reductions or restructuring of transit service.

You may want to consider the following questions to guide the discussion with the public to inform Statewide, metropolitan and local planning officials on how well current operation, management, and maintenance of facilities and services serve the needs of communities, with particular attention to the parity between EJ and non-EJ populations.

- Are transportation facilities and systems maintained to an adequate and equivalent state of good repair in EJ and non-EJ areas?
- Are facilities and services operated to an equivalent degree of safety and reliability in EJ areas as compared with non-EJ areas?
- Is accessibility to key employment, medical, educational, and other opportunities at equivalent levels for EJ and non-EJ populations?
- Are newer vehicles placed on routes based on ridership, age of vehicles being replaced, and other neutral criteria?
- Have you considered EJ concerns when siting maintenance or bus storage facilities?

Of particular note at the local level, transit providers must consider whether proposed service or fare changes will be disproportionately borne by EJ populations. This analysis is described in more detail in FTA’s Title VI Circular, which outlines requirements for a “service equity analysis” and a “fare equity analysis” to ensure these service changes do not result in a disparate impact on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

H. Dynamic Nature of Planning and Public Engagement

Your responsibilities to engage EJ populations do not end with the completion of a long-range plan, a short-range TIP or STIP, or a local plan. Rather, we recommend that you maintain a regular and open dialogue with EJ populations as you monitor the effectiveness of the plan and identify future trends in transportation for future long-range plans, TIPs, STIPs, and local plans. We recommend that your planning process provide for the
continued monitoring and surveying of the use of transportation facilities, the demographic characteristics of transit customers, the performance of the systems, and how patterns of exceptional and inferior performance are experienced by customers.
Chapter V
Incorporating Environmental Justice Principles into the NEPA Process

Environmental justice should be considered and addressed in all NEPA decision-making and appropriately documented in Environmental Impact Statements, Environmental Assessments, or Categorical Exclusions. NEPA requires Federal agencies to consider the environmental effects of projects proposed for Federal funding if there is a potential for significant environmental effects. Agencies must consider whether a Federally funded project will have an EJ impact regardless of the NEPA class of action. While most CE’s may not require extensive EJ analysis if any, the project sponsor will have to do an early assessment to verify whether or not further EJ analysis is needed. Thus, incorporation of environmental justice principles in your NEPA review is not a new responsibility, but something you already do through basic compliance with NEPA.13

Executive Order 12898 and the accompanying Presidential Memorandum call for specific actions to be directed in NEPA-related activities. They include:

- Analyzing environmental effects, including human health, economic, and social effects on minority populations and low-income populations when such analysis is required by NEPA;
- Ensuring that mitigation measures outlined or analyzed in EA’s, EIS’s, and ROD’s, whenever feasible, address disproportionately high and adverse environmental effects or proposed actions on minority populations and low-income populations; and
- Providing opportunities for community input in the NEPA process, including identifying potential effects and mitigation measures in consultation with affected communities and improving accessibility to public meetings, official documents, and notices to affected communities.

FTA’s guidance for incorporating principles of environmental justice into the NEPA process is intended to be consistent with the definitions and guidance issued by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). (See, DOT Order 5610.2(a) at ¶4.) The general framework for implementing NEPA is presented in regulations (40 CFR part 1500 et seq.) promulgated by CEQ. In addition, FTA and FHWA

---

13 This chapter assumes that the reader has a basic understanding of NEPA and the FTA/FHWA regulations implementing NEPA, 23 CFR part 771.
have issued joint regulations (see 23 CFR part 771) and related procedures that describe the process for developing documents for an environmental review under NEPA.

A. Adapting Your EJ Analysis for NEPA.

In Chapter II, we set forth the process for undertaking an EJ analysis as follows:

This analysis is easily adapted to the analysis required under NEPA and its implementing regulations for assessing the environmental impacts that may result from a government action. Environmental review is required for all Federally-funded projects and includes:

- Reviewing important adverse effects of the project to determine whether those adverse effects are significant;
- Determining whether adverse effects can be avoided, minimized, or mitigated; and,
- Assessing the Project’s benefits versus its burdens on the environment.

For FTA-funded projects, NEPA begins when you notify your Regional Office of a proposed project and provide information on the proposed project including a project description, a summary of prior planning work on the project, the project’s general purpose and need or a general statement of need, a graphic showing the location of the proposed project, its potential effects on the environment and human health, and, to the extent available and applicable to the project, its proposed termini, station locations and sizes, the maintenance facility (existing or proposed), and other project features. With this information, FTA makes a determination as to the class of NEPA action, i.e., whether it is an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), Environmental Assessment (EA) or Categorical Exclusion (CE). Further guidance on each classification is contained in 23 CFR part 771.
In this Chapter, we provide recommended strategies for incorporating environmental justice into your project reviews under NEPA. CEQ regulations, and FTA/FHWA joint regulations have certain specific requirements for public engagement, including comment periods and public hearings, dissemination of information, and responding to public comments. As discussed in Chapter III, you should not view these requirements as the only means for public engagement; rather, you should develop a robust public engagement strategy that is designed to engage all segments of the community including members of EJ populations.

Additionally, the CEQ regulation and the FTA/FHWA joint NEPA regulation emphasize the importance of making the NEPA process more useful to decision makers and the public by reducing paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous background data and emphasizing real environmental issues and alternatives. The Plain Writing Act of 2010 states that Federal agencies shall write “clear government communications that the public can understand and use.” Documents should be concise, clear and to the point and shall focus on the issues meaningful to a decision. It is important to use plain language and avoid excessive technical language.

EJ populations, as well as the larger general public, will be far more meaningfully engaged in the NEPA process if concise and readable documents are provided. Abbreviated executive summaries and handouts are helpful for distributing relevant project evaluation information to the public. Involving the public, including EJ populations, in the NEPA process at the earliest stages allows them to understand and comment on the proposed project in a meaningful way.

Your environmental review under NEPA should document the extent to which potential EJ issues have been identified and addressed. As with any issue evaluated as part of NEPA, the parameters of the EJ analysis will depend on the nature of the project and its potential environmental impacts. As a part of your NEPA analysis, you will assess whether there will be potential human or natural environmental effects. If preliminary analysis indicates that there is a potential for environmental effects, then you will need to conduct a more detailed assessment to estimate the level of those effects. In undertaking this assessment, you also will need to consider whether the potential environmental effects will have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on EJ populations.

B. Define the Project Area and Identify EJ Populations.

Once you have identified a project that will require review under NEPA, then you need to define the unit of geographic analysis impacted by the proposed project. The boundaries of your unit of geographic analysis should be large enough to include the area likely to experience adverse effects, but not so large as to artificially dilute the minority population
and/or low-income population. Similarly, you should not constrict the boundaries to artificially inflate EJ populations. Establishing the appropriate geographic area surrounding the project should be done early in the process, i.e., around the time planning for scoping begins for environmental impact statements and planning begins for environmental assessments.

For example, when considering the impacts of a new light rail line, it may be appropriate to establish the area affected by the project to include the entire alignment, which would then be compared with the transit provider’s service area. However, when considering specific elements of a project, such as power stations, maintenance yards, stations, or park and rides, may have sub-units of geographic analysis to address the unique environmental impacts from these project elements. Moreover, you need to be particularly sensitive to diluting EJ populations. For example, although it may be reasonable when analyzing the impacts of the entire rail line to use a geographic unit of a half-mile on either side of the alignment, a half-mile radius around a maintenance yard for the unit of geographic analysis may be too large, given that those persons located adjacent to the maintenance yard may experience a more direct impact from the maintenance yard than those persons farther away from the yard.

Once you have identified the impact area, you will need to undertake an analysis of the demographic characteristics of the persons located within the impact area (e.g., residential or business, race, age, income levels, etc.). It is at this point in the process when you will analyze whether the project impact area contains EJ populations.

In Chapter II, we discussed the need to know your community through gathering relevant demographic data from reliable sources, including U.S. Census data and locally gathered data. This data is then used to identify EJ populations within your proposed project area and the larger comparison geographic area. The 2010 Census provides information on minority populations to the Census Block level – the smallest geographic area. American Community Survey (ACS) data is available for 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year estimates. Although this data is not as reliable as Census data, it can be useful when analyzing the demographics in the proposed project area.
C. Identify Adverse Environmental Effects on EJ Populations

The primary purpose of a NEPA review document is to identify the important environmental effects of the project both during and after construction and to determine whether those environmental effects are significant. DOT Order 5610.2(a) defines a number of key terms used in your EJ analysis, including “adverse effect” and “disproportionately high and adverse effect.”

All reasonably foreseeable social, economic, and environmental effects on minority populations and low-income populations must be identified and addressed as part of your NEPA review: As defined in the Appendix of the DOT Order, adverse effects include, but are not limited to:

- Bodily impairment, infirmity, illness, or death.
- Air, noise, and water pollution and soil contamination.
- Destruction or disruption of man-made or natural resources.
- Destruction or diminution of aesthetic values.
- Destruction or disruption of community cohesion or a community’s economic vitality.
- Destruction or disruption of the availability of public and private facilities and services.
- Vibration.
- Adverse employment effects.
- Displacement of persons, businesses, farms, or nonprofit organizations.
- Increased traffic congestion, isolation, exclusion, or separation of minority or low-income individuals within a given community or from the broader community.
- The denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of, benefits of DOT programs, policies, or activities.

The DOT Order also defines “disproportionately high and adverse effect on human health or the environment,” to include:

“an adverse effect that:
(a) is predominantly borne by a minority population and/or a low-income population, or
(b) will be suffered by the minority population and/or low-income population and is appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude
than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-minority population and/or non-low-income population.”

These definitions must be a part of your EJ analysis in your NEPA documentation. Your environmental review documents should contain a discussion of the impacts on the community as a whole, as well as whether there will be disproportionately high and adverse effects on EJ populations. Your EJ analysis looks at identified subsets of your community to determine if any of the impacts identified result in a disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effect on an EJ population.

Determinations of disproportionately high and adverse effects include taking into consideration mitigation and enhancement measures that will be incorporated into the project. Additionally, your analysis also should include consideration of offsetting benefits to the affected minority and low-income populations. This is particularly important for public transit projects because they often involve both adverse effects (such as short-term construction impacts, increases in bus traffic, etc.) and positive benefits (such as increased transportation options, improved connectivity, or overall improvement in air quality).

Your NEPA EJ analysis will include a review of the totality of the circumstances before you determine whether there will be disproportionately high and adverse effects on EJ populations.

Most transit projects are undertaken because they will provide a number of benefits to the community. Public transportation project benefits may include, but are not limited to: increased access to jobs, community facilities and services; access to additional travel modes; improved travel times or service reliability; enhanced economic development potential; improvements in air quality; an increase in the livability and sustainability of neighborhoods; and a reduction in transportation costs. Therefore, as a part of the environmental review process, you should discuss all positive effects that would affect the community as a whole.

As with the discussion of adverse effects, your discussion of benefits should also consider project benefits accruing specifically to EJ populations. Identifying benefits is important to any NEPA review because it provides the framework in which the Federal agency will
consider adverse impacts and proposed mitigation measures before issuing its final agency action.

The questions below may be helpful as you determine whether your proposed project results in any disproportionately high and adverse effects:

- Will the project result in “adverse effects?”
- Will the project result in adverse effects predominately borne by an EJ population?
- Will the project result in adverse effects that would be suffered by the EJ population that would be appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effects that would be suffered by the non-EJ population?
- Does the project propose mitigation and/or enhancement measures?
- Are there project benefits that would accrue to the EJ population as compared to non-EJ populations?
- Does the project affect a resource that is especially important to an EJ population? For example, does the project affect a resource that serves an especially important social, religious, or cultural function for an EJ population?

Through consideration of these questions you will be more prepared to identify those adverse effects that are likely to be disproportionately high and adverse. Your environmental review documents should contain a discussion of the impacts on the community as a whole, as well as whether there will be disproportionately high and adverse effects on EJ populations. Your EJ analysis looks at identified subsets of your community to determine if any of the impacts identified result in a disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effect on an EJ population.

In addition, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin. Accordingly, a program, policy, or activity that will result in a disparate impact as to one of these protected classes may be carried out only if: (1) the recipient can demonstrate a substantial legitimate justification for the program, policy or activity; and (2) there are no comparably effective alternative practices that would result in less disparate impacts. This analysis is discussed in more detail in FTA’s Title VI Circular.

If, after considering the adverse effects and potential benefits of the proposed project, the proposed project will have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority populations or low-income populations, then you should consider whether further
mitigation measures or alternatives are practicable before moving forward with the activity. “In determining whether a mitigation measure or an alternative is ‘practicable,’ the social, economic (including costs) and environmental effects of avoiding or mitigating the adverse effects will be taken into account.”\(^{14}\)

If you cannot avoid, minimize, or mitigate the adverse effect, your NEPA analysis should contain a discussion of why the impacts of any alternatives could not be avoided or minimized. You should specifically describe potential mitigation for those effects and how the impacted populations were involved in the decision process. Finally, you should include a discussion of the remaining disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on EJ populations, if any, and why further mitigation is not proposed. While considering adverse effects and possible mitigation, you may also want to consider whether there are any enhancements or betterments that you can provide the community in lieu of mitigation. For example, a community may be more accepting of an unavoidable adverse effect of a new rail line if the project includes features such as better lighting, more trees, and community gathering areas.

**D. Public Engagement and NEPA**

Both the CEQ NEPA regulation at 40 CFR 1501.7 and the FTA/FHWA regulation at 23 CFR 771.105(c) and 771.111, emphasize the need for public participation during the NEPA process. Special considerations may be necessary to effectively include EJ populations in the NEPA public participation process.

The CEQ regulation and the FTA/FHWA joint NEPA regulation support ongoing public outreach activities throughout the NEPA process that are helpful for keeping stakeholders, agencies and the general public involved. The regulations require that a 45-day public comment period on a DEIS and a 30-day public comment period for an EA be provided. Also, conducting a minimum of one public hearing is required for an EIS. Though not required for an EA, a public meeting is an effective means for encouraging public input in the process. Additional public outreach activities beyond the minimum requirements are important for encouraging the public, including EJ populations, to be engaged throughout the NEPA process.

Chapter III of this Circular provides a discussion of effective strategies for engaging members of the public who may be interested in or affected by the proposed project. It is important to adapt your strategies for public engagement to fit the needs of community groups within your project area. The goal with any public engagement strategy is to
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\(^{14}\) DOT Order, section 8.c.
encourage and facilitate the inclusion of all members of the public in the decision-making process.

The FTA/FHWA regulation provides that recipients can achieve public participation on proposed projects by providing public meetings and seeking input from the public through the scoping process for the environmental review process of projects evaluated with an environmental impact statement and for projects evaluated with an environmental assessment for which FTA chooses to do scoping. Depending on the classification of the NEPA review, Federal transit law and FTA regulations provide other specific public participation activities for the environmental review process. In addition, the regulations provide for formal notification processes, such as publishing a notice in the Federal Register or local newspapers of record. As you develop your public participation strategy, you should keep in mind that the regulations provide the minimum requirements for public engagement under NEPA. You are encouraged to use additional public engagement if needed to reach specific segments of the public that would like to participate or will be affected by the project, such as EJ populations.

We recommend that your public engagement strategy involve EJ populations throughout the process. Consider inviting members of EJ communities to become involved during the planning phase and continue their involvement into the NEPA scoping through mitigation to ensure that their concerns are incorporated into the project and to build ongoing trust.

**E. Environmental Impact Statements and Environmental Assessments**

An EIS is required for major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. Proposed actions in which the significance of the environmental impact is not clearly established are analyzed in EAs. Where the significance of the impacts is uncertain, proposed actions are analyzed in EAs. EAs are important analytical tools, intended to aid in the determination of significance of the effects of a proposed action. Compared to EISs, there are fewer detailed regulatory requirements for EAs as to content, format, or public participation. The scale of EAs usually depends on the relative significance of the projected impacts.

Public participation and involvement is required throughout the NEPA process, beginning with scoping. However, if you have identified significant EJ populations during the definition and screening stages (pre-scoping activities), you may want to consider engaging EJ populations at this early stage.
Your EIS or EA should include the following components:

- Provide a description of the EJ populations within the study area affected by the project, if any, and a discussion of the method used to identify this population (e.g., analysis of Census data, minority business directories, direct observation, or a public involvement process).

- A discussion of all adverse effects of the project both during and after construction that would affect the identified minority and low-income populations.

- A discussion of all positive effects that would affect the identified minority and low-income populations, such as an improvement in transit service, mobility, or accessibility.

- A description of all mitigation and environmental enhancement actions incorporated into the project to address effects, including, but not limited to, any special features of the relocation program that go beyond the Uniform Relocation Act and address adverse community effects such as separation or cohesion issues; and the replacement of the community resources destroyed by the project.

- A discussion of the remaining effects, if any, and why further mitigation is not proposed.

- For projects that travel through predominantly minority and low-income and predominantly non-minority and non-low-income areas, a comparison of mitigation and environmental enhancement actions that affect predominantly low-income and minority areas with mitigation implemented in predominantly non-minority or non-low-income areas.

We recommend that your EJ analysis includes a discussion of your consideration of the affected community’s views on the project and the potential benefits and burdens of the project, and alternatives that have less impact on EJ populations. In selecting the preferred alternative, your NEPA document should include a discussion of the magnitude and distribution of disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on EJ populations for all reasonable alternatives.

**F. Categorical Exclusions**

Many transit projects meet the CEQ's definition of categorical exclusions contained in 40 CFR 1508.4. Categorical exclusions are actions that do not individually or cumulatively have a significant environmental effect. Activities classified as a categorical exclusion are projects that:
• Do not induce significant impacts to planned growth or land use for the area;
• Do not require the relocation of significant numbers of people;
• Do not have a significant impact on any natural, cultural, recreational, historic or other resource;
• Do not involve significant air, noise or water quality impacts;
• Do not have significant impacts on travel patterns; or
• Do not otherwise either individually or cumulatively have any significant environmental impacts.

The FTA/FHWA NEPA regulation has identified two types of categorical exclusions: Activities that fall within the listed categorical exclusions set forth in 23 CFR § 771.117(c) and documented categorical exclusions, which are activities set forth in 23 CFR § 771.117(d), and require additional documentation in order to establish that the proposed activity meets the criteria for a categorical exclusion.

Examples of activities listed under 23 CFR § 771.117(c) include, but are not limited to, activities which do not involve or lead directly to construction, such as planning and research activities; ridesharing activities; purchase of vehicles; purchase and installation of maintenance or operating equipment to be located within an existing transit facility and with no significant impacts off the site. Because these activities meet the criteria for a categorical exclusion under CEQ regulations (40 CFR § 1508.4) and therefore will not result in significant environmental effects, we do not usually require any further environmental documentation or review under NEPA. However, if circumstances exist that indicate that further evaluation or analysis based on potential environmental effects on EJ populations, you may be asked by your Regional Office to conduct further evaluation. Often times those circumstances would have already caused FTA to elevate the project to an EA or EIS.

Examples of transit activities listed under documented categorical exclusions (23 CFR § 771.117(d)) include construction of new bus storage and maintenance facilities in areas used predominately for industrial or transportation purposes where such construction is not inconsistent with existing zoning, or certain rehabilitation or reconstruction of existing rail and bus buildings. As a part of your documentation, you will need to consider the potential impacts on members of EJ populations and you will need to provide information to support your EJ analysis. The scope of the documents and analysis required will vary depending on the scope of the proposed project. Your Regional Office will assist you in

---

15 This is consistent with the EPA’s Final Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s NEPA Compliance Analyses (April 1998).
determining what additional documentation or studies may be required before we can determine the classification of the action.

If a proposed activity involves unusual circumstances, such as substantial controversy on environmental grounds or inconsistencies with Federal, State or local laws, the project may need to be evaluated with additional documentation, including possibly an environmental impact statement or an environmental assessment.
APPENDIX

This appendix contains definitions of terms used, explanations of authorities, and complete citations for regulations and other material cited in this Circular.

A. Definitions

**Adverse Effect** means the totality of significant individual or cumulative human health or environmental effects, including interrelated social and economic effects, which may include, but are not limited to: bodily impairment, infirmity, illness, or death; air, noise, and water pollution and soil contamination; destruction or disruption of man-made or natural resources; destruction or diminution of aesthetic values; destruction or disruption of community cohesion or a community’s economic vitality; destruction or disruption of the availability of public and private facilities and services; vibration; adverse employment effects; displacement of persons, businesses, farms, or non-profit organizations; increased traffic congestion, isolation, exclusion or separation of individuals within a given community or from the broader community; and the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits of DOT programs, policies, or activities.

**Benefits and Burdens Analysis** means an evaluation comparing the impacts likely to be experienced by EJ populations against those likely to be experienced by non-EJ populations and the community as a whole in order to address any disproportionate benefits or burdens between EJ populations and the population at large.

**Disproportionately High and Adverse Effect on Minority and Low-income Populations** means an adverse effect that:

(2) is predominantly borne by a minority population and/or a low-income population, or

(3) will be suffered by the minority population and/or low-income population and is appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the non-minority population and/or non-low-income population.

**EJ population** means low-income populations and/or minority populations.

**Grantee** means **Recipient**. See definition for Recipient.
Long-Range Plan means the official Statewide or metropolitan multimodal transportation plan covering a period of no less than 20 years developed through the Statewide or metropolitan transportation planning process.

Low-income means a person whose median household income is at or below the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines.16

A low-income population means any readily identifiable group of low-income persons who live in geographic proximity, and, if circumstances warrant, geographically dispersed or transient persons who will be similarly affected by a proposed DOT program, policy or activity.

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) means the policy board of an organization created and designated to carry out the metropolitan transportation planning process.

Minority Persons include the following:

(1) American Indian and Alaska Native, which refers to people having origins in any of the original peoples of North and South America (including Central America), and who maintain tribal affiliation or community attachment.

(2) Asian, which refers to people having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent, including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam.

(3) Black or African American, which refers to people having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa.

(4) Hispanic or Latino, which includes persons of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.

16 You are encouraged to use a locally developed threshold, such as that used for FTA's grant program, or a percentage of median income for the area, provided that the threshold is at least as inclusive as the HHS poverty guidelines. Public Law 112-141 (MAP-21), revises 49 U.S.C. § 5302 to include a definition of “low-income individual” to mean “an individual whose family income is at or below 150 percent of the poverty line, as that term is defined in section 673(2) of the Community Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2), including any revision required by that section, for a family of the size involved.”
(5) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, which refers to people having origins in any of the original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands.

**Minority population** means any readily identifiable group of minority persons who live in geographic proximity, and, if circumstances warrant, geographically dispersed/transient populations (such as migrant workers or Native Americans) who will be similarly affected by a proposed DOT program, policy or activity.

**Programs, Policies, and/or Activities** means all projects, programs, policies, and activities that affect human health or the environment, and that are undertaken, funded, or approved by FTA. These include, but are not limited to, permits, licenses, and financial assistance provided by FTA. Interrelated projects within a system may be considered to be a single project, program, policy, or activity for purposes of addressing EJ concerns.

**Recipient** (aka **Grantee**) means any entity that receives Federal financial assistance from FTA, whether directly or indirectly.

**Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)** means a statewide prioritized listing/program of transportation projects covering a period of four years that is consistent with the long-range statewide transportation plan, metropolitan transportation plans, and TIPs, and required for projects to be eligible for funding under title 23, U.S. Code, and chapter 53 of title 49, U.S. Code.

**Transit Provider** means any entity that operates public transportation services, and includes States, local and regional entities, public and private entities.

**Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)** means a prioritized listing/program of transportation projects covering a period of four years that is developed and formally adopted by an MPO as part of the metropolitan transportation planning process, consistent with the metropolitan transportation plan, and required for projects to be eligible for funding under title 23, U.S. Code and title 49, U.S. Code Chapter 53.

**We** means Federal Transit Administration.

**You** means Recipient (Grantee).
B. Authorities

This Circular builds on existing Orders and Authorities developed since issuance of Executive Order 12898. While this list is not exhaustive, we have included the authorities most relevant to consideration of EJ principles in the transportation context.

Executive Order 12898
Issued on February 11, 1994, EO 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations,” directs each Federal agency to “make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.” The EO was intended to improve the internal management of the executive branch and not to create legal rights enforceable by a party against the United States, its agencies, its officers, or any person; however, Federal agencies are required to implement the provisions of the EO consistent with, and to the extent permitted by, existing law.

Presidential Memorandum Accompanying EO 12898
The Presidential Memorandum accompanying EO 12898 emphasizes the importance of existing laws, such as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), that can assist with implementation of the principles of the Executive Order. The Memorandum provides that in accordance with Title VI, “each Federal agency shall ensure that all programs or activities receiving Federal assistance that affect human health or the environment do not directly, or through contractual or other arrangements, use criteria, methods, or practices that discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin.” With regard to NEPA, the Memorandum provides that, when NEPA requires a Federal agency to analyze “the environmental effects, including human health, economic and social effects, of Federal actions,” that the agency analyze “the effects on minority communities and low-income communities.” Further, mitigation measures should “address significant and adverse environmental effects of proposed Federal actions on minority communities and low-income communities.”

U.S. DOT Order 5610.2(a)
On May 10, 2012, DOT issued Order 5610.2(a), Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations 77 FR 27534 (May 2, 2012). This Order updates the Department’s original Environmental Justice Order, which was published April 15, 1997. The updated Order reaffirms DOT’s commitment to environmental justice and clarifies certain aspects of the original Order, including the definitions of “minority” populations in compliance with the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Revisions to the Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity of October 30, 1997. The revisions affirm the importance of considering environmental justice principles
as part of early planning activities in order to avoid disproportionately high and adverse effects. The updated Order maintains the original Order’s general framework and procedures and DOT’s commitment to promoting the principles of environmental justice in all DOT programs, policies, and activities.

**National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)**

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) is the national charter for protection of the environment. NEPA ensures that environmental information on certain major Federal actions is available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken (40 CFR 1500.1). NEPA directs agencies to:

- identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that will avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects of these actions upon the quality of the human environment (40 CFR 1500.2);
- use all practicable means to restore and enhance the quality of the human environment and avoid, minimize, or mitigate any possible adverse effects of their actions upon the quality of the human environment (40 CFR 1500.2);
- evaluate alternative courses of action and make decisions in the best overall public interest based upon a balanced consideration of the need for safe and efficient transportation; of the social, economic, and environmental impacts of the proposed transportation improvement; and of national, State, and local environmental protection goals (23 CFR 771); and,
- encourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect the quality of the human environment (40 CFR 1500.2).

Executive Order 12898 states that, to the extent practical and appropriate, Federal agencies shall determine whether their programs, policies, and activities have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority populations and low-income populations. These determinations are generally made at the project level during the NEPA process pursuant to the policy that,"to the fullest extent possible, all environmental investigations, reviews, and consultations be coordinated as a single process, and compliance with all applicable environmental requirements be reflected in the environmental review document required by FTA’s NEPA regulation.” 23 CFR 771.105(a).

**Title VI**

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides that no person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
As the Presidential Memorandum accompanying EO 12898 stated, in accordance with Title VI, “each Federal agency shall ensure that all programs or activities receiving Federal assistance that affect human health or the environment do not directly, or through contractual or other arrangements, use criteria, methods, or practices that discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin.”

**Joint FHWA/FTA Regulation for Statewide and Metropolitan Planning**

FHWA and FTA updated their joint planning regulation in 2007; the regulation can be found at 23 CFR part 450 (adopted at 49 CFR part 613). The regulation requires a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive planning process, and contains the requirements for public participation during the planning process. In addition, the regulation requires identification and consideration of potential issues for which environmental mitigation may be warranted in both Statewide and metropolitan transportation planning. While not focused on impacts affecting the built environment and EJ populations in particular, these provisions provide for identification and consideration of such potential impacts at the very earliest stage of decision-making – the planning process.

**Joint FHWA/FTA NEPA Regulation**

The FHWA/FTA joint NEPA regulation is at 23 CFR Part 771 (adopted at 49 CFR part 622). In section 771.105, FTA and FHWA make the following policy statements: Alternative courses of action will be evaluated and decisions will be made in the best overall public interest based upon a balanced consideration of the need for safe and efficient transportation; of the social, economic, and environmental impacts of the transportation improvement; and of Federal, State, and local environmental protection goals. Public engagement and a systematic interdisciplinary approach are essential parts of the development process for proposed actions, and measures necessary to mitigate adverse impacts will be incorporated into the action. In considering whether a mitigation measure will be Federally-funded, FHWA and FTA will consider, among other factors, the extent to which the proposed measures would assist in complying with a Federal statute, Executive Order, or Administration regulation or policy. Section 771.111 requires, for FTA projects, public meetings and input from the public through the scoping process for environmental review documents. For documents requiring an EIS, an early opportunity for public engagement in defining the purpose and need for action and the range of alternatives must be provided.

**Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) EJ Guidance**

The Council on Environmental Quality developed *Environmental Justice Guidance under the National Environmental Policy Act* in December, 1997. The guidance, as with EO 12898, is intended to assist Federal agencies in improving the internal management of the executive branch with respect to environmental justice under NEPA.

*Appendix* vi
The CEQ guidance includes principles agencies should consider in making the determination of whether an agency action raises environmental justice issues. If an agency action may potentially have an effect on minority populations, low-income populations or Indian tribes, the document recommends the agency develop a strategy for public engagement in the agency’s determination of the scope of the NEPA analysis. There is extensive guidance on developing a sound public participation process.

**FTA Master Agreement**
FTA annually publishes a Master Agreement, which is incorporated by reference and made a part of every grant agreement and cooperative agreement. Section 12.j. of FTA’s Master Agreement provides that recipients agree to promote environmental justice by: (1) following and facilitating FTA’s compliance with Executive Order No. 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations,” 42 U.S.C. § 4321 note, and (2) following the DOT Order addressing environmental justice. The DOT Order is 5610.2(a), 77 FR 27534 (May 10, 2012).
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